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THE LEAST r-FREE NUMBER
IN AN ARITHMETICPROGRESSION
BY

KEVIN S. McCURLEY
Abstract.
Let nr(a,q) be the least /--free number in the arithmetic progession a
modulo q. Several results are proved that give lower bounds for n,.(a, q), improving
on previous results due to Erdös and Warlimont. In addition, a heuristic argument is
given, leading to two conjectures that would imply that the results of the paper are
close to best possible.

1. Introduction. If r is at least 2, define nr(a, q) as the least positive integer in the
arithmetic progression a modulo q that is not divisible by the r th power of a prime,

and define
n*(l)

=

max wr(a><?)>

nXl)

(a,q) = l

=

max
(a.q)

nÂa^)-

r-free

In this paper we give some lower bounds for these functions, and state some
conjectures concerning their rate of growth.
There are several known upper bound results. Prachar [8] has shown that
n*(q)

« ?1 + 1Aexp(^j-w(4)logr),

where u(q) is the number of distinct prime factors of q. If r is large as a function of
q, the work of Cohen and Robinson [1] yields the sharper estimates
<(q)

« ql+l«'-l\

nr(q)

«

(q'Mq))™^.

Furthermore any result is trivial if r exceeds log o/log 2, since nr(a,q) does not
exceed q in this case.
In the case when r is 2, improvements in Prachar's upper bound result have been
made by Erdös [2] and more recently by Heath-Brown [3], who proved that
n2(q)«q^9(d(q)\ogq)6,

where d(q) is the number of divisors of q. Hooley [4] has also shown that
n*(q) <¡z qA/3 + e for a sequence of q's having positive lower density. Further results
concerning averages of n2(a, q) have been given by Warlimont [13].
As for lower bounds, Warlimont [12] proved that for every C > 1 there exists an
e = e(C) such that n2(a,q) exceeds Cq for infinitely many q and at least eq>(q)
values of a for each q. Erdös [2] stated without proof that
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and Warlimont [12] gave a proof that there exist infinitely many q with

«

-«♦»(H«sSh-

The values of g constructed by Warlimont were quite rare, being a product of many
small prime factors, and one might be led to believe that (1) occurs only very rarely.
In fact, we show that a slightly stronger result is true for all q, and for a large
number of residue classes for each q.
Theorem
least

1. If e > 0 and log q/( r log log q ) is sufficiently large, then there exist at

values of a with (a,q)

t~>\
(2)

= 1,0 < a < q, and

t
\ ^ l ~ 6
l°g<?
nr(a,q)>-q-—f3—.
r Mog log q

For some values of q the size of the constant (1 - e)/r in (2) can be improved
slightly, but for this we pay a price in the number of residue classes a for which the
estimate is known to hold.
Theorem 2. If e > 0, log q/(r log log q) is sufficiently large, and q is not divisible
by the first [log q/(r log log q)] primes, then

*i \ ^ ti

\f(r)

log«?

n*(q) > (1 - e)-Lq-—f3—
.
r * log log q
If we focus our attention on a particular value of a, then the following result gives
positive information.
Theorem

3. Let r be fixed, e > 0, and a > 0. If a is not r-free, then there exist

infinitely many q with (a, q) = 1 and
,
,
1- e
log q
nr(a,q) > -q-.—f3—.
r * log log q
The previous results have been concerned with the residue classes a with (a,q) = 1.
If we relax this condition, then we can obtain the following improvement.
Theorem

4. For each r and e > 0 there exist infinitely many q such that

"Ai) > ——q^èq^èiQ--3.
(log3<?)
where log,, q is the n-fold iterated logarithm and y is Euler 's constant.

This result is very similar to the best known lower bounds of Prachar [9] and
Pomerance [7] for the least prime in an arithmetic progression.
There may still be improvements that can be made here, particularly in the
distribution of nr(a, q) about its mean value.
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2. Some conjectures. There is still a large gap between the lower bounds presented
here and the upper bound results of Prachar and Heath-Brown. In this section we
give heuristic arguments for two conjectures concerning the order of magnitude of
n*(q) and nr(q). For simplicity we shall assume that r is fixed in this section.
Previously Erdös [2] conjectured that n*(q) <s q1+c, and to this we add the
following conjectures.
Conjecture 1. Let Cr(q) = Wpkq(\ - p'r). Then

ïïrrT-H^M-—
= 2.
,-*« ?l°gtf/-log(l - CAq))
Furthermore

there exists a sequence 5 with asymptotic density zero such that

hm --.-——r,-oo ^log^/-log(l

- Cr(q))

= 1.

q€S

Conjecture

2. Let

DAq)=Yl(l-(pr,q)p-r).
p'\q
If e > 0, then for q sufficiently large we have
nr(q)<(2

log?

+ e)q-

-log(l - DAq))

It is interesting to compare the conjectures with the results stated in §1. If q is the
product of all primes not exceeding z, with z large, then

CAq) = «p( E Ml

- P")) = expi- £ />"' + 0(z^2r)

*P>2

= i-

Ei"'
p>:

'

»

p>Z

+ ö(zHr).

It follows from the Prime Number Theorem and partial summation that

-log(l - CAq)) ~(r-

l)logz - (r - l)loglog9.

It follows from Conjecture 1 that for these q 's we have

(3)

n*(9)
q\ogq/\og\ogq

c2 + e
r - 1'

Note that Theorem 1 shows that the quantity on the left of (3) is at least (1 - e)/r
for all large q, so Theorem 1 may be close to best possible for values of q with many
small prime factors. On the other hand, if q has no small prime factors, then
Conjecture 1 suggests that n*(q) is the same order of magnitude as q log q.
Note that Dr(q) is smallest when q has the form q = Ylpi:pr~l.
When z tends
to infinity we have

DAq) = n (i - pr) n (i - Pl) ~ e-yiogiog?.
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Conjecture 2 then implies that

nAq) < (2ey + e)q\ogq\oglogq
for all sufficiently large q. This suggests that there may be very little room for
improvement in Theorem 4.
The heuristic arguments for Conjectures 1 and 2 are probabalistic in nature, and
are similar to that used by Wagstaff [11] for primes in arithmetic progessions. The
author wishes to thank D. R. Heath-Brown for correcting an error in the author's
original heuristic argument, and also the anonymous referee for suggesting the use of
the Borel-Cantelli Lemma and greatly strengthening the conjectures.
Assume first that (a,q) = 1. The probability that a randomly selected integer in
the arithmetic progession a modulo q will be r-free is Cr(q) (see Cohen and
Robinson [1]). Hence the probability that none of the numbers a, a + q,..., a +
(w — \)q is /--free is (1 - Cr(q))w. Assuming independence among the residue
classes, the probability that every residue class a modulo q with (a,q) = 1 contains
an r-free number among the first w positive integers in the class is

Pq=^-^-Cr(q)YY(q)\f w = z log<7/(-log(l

- Cr(q))), then for fixed z we have

,-.«

q

U

if Z > 1.

This is the argument that leads to the second part of Conjecture 1.
If A is the event that n*(q) < wq, where w is defined above, then P(Aq) = 1 -

Pq. If z > 1, then

P(Aq) = 1 - exp(qp(9)log(l - <p(qYz))
= 1 - exp(-cp(q)l~:

+ 0{<p(q)l-2:))

= <p(q)l-"+0{<p(q)2-2-).

If z > 2, then T.™_lP(A ) < oo, and the Borel-Cantelli Lemma suggests that Aq
occurs only finitely many times. If 1 < z < 2, then E^_, P(Aq) = oo, and we expect
that Aq occurs infinitely often. This leads to the first part of Conjecture 1.
The argument for Conjecture 2 is similar. If (a,q) is r-free, then by a result of
Cohen and Robinson [1] the probability that a random integer in the residue class a

modulo q will be r-free is

DAa,q)= El (l-(pr,q)p-).
p
(p'-q)\"
Hence the probability that every residue class a modulo q with (a, q) r-free contains
an r-free number among the first w positive integers in the class is

pq= n (i-(i-£>,<,)r).
a= 1
(a,q) r-free
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Note that Dr(a, q) > Dr(q), so that

Pq> (1-(1 -DAq))y.
\fw = zlog^r/(-log(l

- Dr(q)))mth z > 2 fixed.it follows that I^Q

- Pq) < oo.

This leads to Conjecture 2.
Let p(a, q) be the least prime exceeding a in the arithmetic progression a modulo
q, and let P(q) = max(il q)_x p(a, q). It is interesting to note that when the heuristic
argument for the first part of Conjecture 1 is adapted to the case of primes in
arithmetic progressions, we arrive at the conjecture that

ïînT-^V
,-oo

= 2.

<p(q)\og2q

This appears to be in agreement with the numerical data computed by Wagstaff [11].
Wagstaff conjectured that the ratio P(q)/(cp(q)log2 q) is usually near 1, but there
were a number of numerical examples where the ratio is closer to 2.
3. The proof of Theorem 1. Let g(q) denote Jacobsthal's function, i.e. g(q) is the
least positive integer such that every interval of g(q) consecutive integers contains
an integer relatively prime to q. Good upper bounds for g(q) have been proved by
Iwaniec [6] using sophisticated sieve methods, but here we shall require only the
estimate g(q) «: qc, which follows easily from the sieve of Eratosthenes.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem and the
following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let e > 0 and m = 1 + [(1 — e)log^/(r log logg)]. If m is sufficiently
large, then there exist primes qx < ■■■ < qm not dividing q such that

(4)
Proof.

(^...«J-<-_!_..
Since g(q) «: qs for every ô > 0, it suffices to prove that there exist

primes qv...,qm

not dividing q such that
(qiq2 ■■■qmY<q1~s-

It also suffices to treat the case when q is the product of all primes less than z. In
this case we have z ~ logg, and we can simply choose m primes between z and 2z.
This is possible because the number of primes between z and 2z is asymptotically
z/logz, which exceeds m for q sufficiently large. Since log2z < (1 + e/2)log log <¡r
and
e
mr<n-^\Jm
2 I loglogq

for m sufficiently large, it follows that
(qiq2---qmY<(2z)mr<ql-e2/4.

This completes the proof of the lemma.
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We now complete the proof of Theorem 1. Let a be a permutation of the integers
0,1,..., m - 1 such that

(5)

»(O < im.

/ = 0,l,...,m-l.

Define ba as the least positive solution of the system of congruences

b„ + a(i) = 0(modg,r+1),

i = 0,1,...,m

- 1.

Choose k to be an integer with (q,k) = 1 and

*(*.-!)
(«i?2
Now let aa = qba - k(qxq2

<k<

•■• qmY

qb.
(?i?2

••• qm)r

■■■ qm)r. Note that (aa, q) = 1, 0 < aa < q, and

aa + a(i)q

= 0 (modg,r+1),

i = 0,1,...,m

- 1.

It follows that nr(aa,q)>
mq. It remains to show that each a gives rise to a
different aa, and that the number of permutations a is at least

a*(if£(i-i^)u»4
Let a and 5 be two permutations satisfying (5), and suppose that aa = as. Let n
be an integer such that a(n) + S(n). Since aa = a$, it follows that ba = bs
(modg,'+1). Hence a(n) = S(n) (modqrn+x), but this is a contradiction since 0 <
a(n), 8(n) < qrn+ x. Therefore the a0's are distinct.
Let N be the number of permutations satisfying (5). An easy counting argument

shows that
m-l

7V= fi min{w - i,q-+x - /'} > (m - /)!,
(-0

where / is the least integer such that q[+x > m. Since / < 77-(w1/r) < ml/2, Stirling's

formula yields

1 —2e

logg

/

logg

ioëiv-ioe(mo>';2'|0'g°f4<,iog( r log log q
>Lzi£log,(1
r

6^\

. JstJL

loglogg

for q sufficiently large. Since e is arbitrary, Theorem 1 follows.

4. The proof of Theorem 2. The following lemma is probably due to Erdös, but its
proof has apparently never appeared in print.
Lemma 2. Let pn be the nth prime. If e > 0 and n is sufficiently large, then there
exist at least Ç(r)(\ — e)n consecutive integers each of which is divisible by at least one
of the numbers p[, p2,...,

prn.

Proof. Let TV= [f(r)(l - t)n\ By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, it suffices to
show that there exist residue classes a, modulo p\ such that each of the integers
1,2,..., N lies in at least one of the residue classes a¡ modulo p¡, i = 1,2,..., n.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Choose M = M(e) such that
oo

n

(i-/>-2)

i-M+l

v-1

<i + e.

It then follows that
M

t

,

n (i-/>r)<1f(r)+ e

i-l

From the interval [1, N], remove all integers in a residue class ax modulo p[, where
ax is chosen so as to remove as many integers as possible. Then choose a2 modulo
p2 so as to remove as many of the remaining integers as possible, and continue in
this way for the first M primes. Since at each stage we remove at least the average
number of integers in a residue class, the number S of integers remaining after this
process satisfies
M

s<NY[{i-p;r)<(i-e2hi-i
We can then use one prime for each of the remaining S integers, and in this way we
can "sieve out" the entire interval using at most M + (1 - e2)n primes. It then
suffices to take n > Me~2.
The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 1. Let

(1 - e)logg
rloglogg
and let qx,q2,-.-,qm

be the first m primes. By the prime number theorem,

log(<7i ■• ■ <7m)< (1 + e)wlogm

1 - e2

<-logg.

Since g(q) •« gc, it follows that (4) holds. Let n = [f(r)(l - e)m], and choose b in
such a way that each of the integers b + 1, b + 2,..., b + n is divisible by at least
one of q[,..., qrm.Then choose k with (k, q) = 1 and
g**-1*
(?i<72

•••

r<k<_<*_-.
qm)

(q\q2

■•■ qm)

With a = bq - k(qxq2 ■■■ qm)r, it follows that

„r(M)>»?>(l-3#?7^
5. The proof of Theorem 3. Let g,. g2,...
m large, choose q such that

log log g
be the primes that do not divide a. For

q = 1 (moda),
nq=

-a (modqrn),

n = 1,2,...,

a(qxq2 ■■■ q„,Y < q < 2a(g!g2

m,

• • • gm)r.
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It then follows that (a,q)

= 1, a < q, and nr(a,q)

> mq. By the prime number

theorem,
-logg

- \og(qxq2 ■■■ qm) ~ mlogm.

Hence for m sufficiently large we have

1- e

logg

m >-1—p—.
r log log q

6. The proof of Theorem 4. The idea behind the proof of Theorem 4 is that if
(a,q)is r-free but divisible by many small primes to the power r — 1, then a number
of the form a + nq is "close" to being divisible by an r th power of a prime.
Let pn be the «th prime, and define Qm = pxp2 ■■■pm. A result of Rankin [10]

states that

(6)

log4Ô
4Vm

¿KßJ >(^-e)logÔmlog2Ô„

0og3ôJ

2

if m is sufficiently large. Choose b such that (b,Qm) = 1 and each of the integers
b + 1, b + 2,..., b + g(Qm) — 1 is divisible by at least one of the first m primes.

Determine q' by
bq'=Prm+i

(modgj,
/>m+i <q'

g' = l
<Prm+i

(modPm+x),

+Pm+iQm-

It follows that
q'«+Pm*imq'(«
Let a = prmJrXQr~x and g = q'Q'~x.

+ b)

(modßj.

We now have (a,q)

= Qr~l

and a + nq is not r-free for 0 < n < g(Qm) — 1. Hence nr(a,q)>

is r-free,

a < q,

g(Qm)q- Finally,

we have Qrm~+\ < q < Qrm+X, so that

logÔm > —;r^logg
for m sufficiently large.
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